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For an infection transmitted mechanically by biting insects the basic reproduction number can Life history parameters, specifically the reciprocal of the time interval between blood meals
(a), the vector to host ratio (m) and the vector mortality rate (μ), were estimated for S. parameter, plausible ranges were derived from the published literature (Table 1) , so they could be incorporated in the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. Replicated Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) was used to explore the parameters influencing 1 9 7
the basic reproduction number, R 0 for each insect species and proxy measure of infectiousness (Blower & Dowlatabadi, 1994; Luz, Codeco, Massad & Struichner, 2003 ; results were used to compute the median and 95% prediction interval for R 0 . The sensitivity of R 0 to changes in each parameter was assessed by calculating the partial rank correlation (version R2018a; The Mathworks Inc.). ) ( Table 2 ). The probability of transmission from bovine to insect is highest for the three mosquito species, lower for S. calcitrans and lowest for C. nubeculosus (Table 2 ; Figure 2 ).
There is considerable uncertainty in the estimates for the probability of transmission from 2 1 9
insect to bovine for all five insect species ( Figure 2 ; Table 2 ). The posterior mode was non-
zero only for Ae. aegypti, though the probability of transmission from insect to bovine could 2 2 1 not be precisely estimated for this species (Figure 2 ). The posterior median for the probability 2 2 2 of transmission from insect to bovine was low for An. stephensi (0.03) and Cx. quinquefasciatus (0.04), though the upper 95% credible limit for both species is an order of 2 2 4 magnitude higher ( Figure 2 ; Table 2 ). Finally, the probability of transmission from insect to Figure S1 ). This is, in part, because the number of insects refeeding when attempting 2 2 7
transmission to cattle was not reported for these species (Chihota, Rennie, Kitching & Mellor, insect to bovine was identical to the prior distribution ( Figure S1 ), regardless of assumptions
made about the numbers of insects that refed (either 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100 interval remained large ( Figure S1 ). For both species, estimates for the virus inactivation rate 2 3 4 and probability of transmission from bovine to insect were not affected by the number of insects assumed to refeed ( Figure S1 ). In the uncertainty and sensitivity analyses for these 2 3 6 species, the posterior distributions for parameters related to mechanical transmission (b, β and 2 3 7 γ ) were those obtained when 100 insects were assumed to refeed, as this provides the most 2 3 8
conservative assessment of the risk they pose. The mean infectious period depends on the proxy measure used to determine when an animal 2 4 2 is infectious (Table 3) . It is shortest when based on virus isolation from blood (8.8 days), experiments and R 0 is the time interval between blood meals, which is shorter than the 2 9 0 duration of infection for S. calcitrans, but longer than the duration of infection for Cx. A certain amount of care should be taken in interpreting these results, however, because there is substantial uncertainty associated with the estimates of R 0 for all five species, but 2 9 5 especially for S. calcitrans and C. nubeculosus. One of the major sources of uncertainty is the 2 9 6
probability of transmission from insect to bovine ( Figure 2 ; Table 2 ). Although transmission 2 9 7
to naïve cattle was attempted (Chihota, Rennie, Kitching & Mellor, 2003) , it was done at 2 9 8 times when S. calcitrans and C. nubeculosus were unlikely to still be infectious (see Figure 1 ;
refeeding was at 1-3 days post infection for S. calcitrans and 3-5 days post infection for C. distributions, especially in the case of C. nubeculosus (Figure 2 ; Figure S1 ). Yet the 3 0 3 probability of transmission from insect to bovine was identified as one of the parameters to The influence of the virus inactivation rate and vector mortality rate on R 0 differed amongst 3 0 8 the species (Figure 4 ). the basic reproduction number. As with all uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, the conclusions drawn from them are valid
only over the parameter ranges considered. For parameters related to mechanical
transmission, these ranges were estimated from the available data on the outcome of the best current estimates. Given the uncertainty in these parameters (which reflects the small
numbers of animals and insects tested at each time point in the studies; Table S1 ), a focus of
future experimental work should be to more precisely measure parameters related to 3 2 2 mechanical transmission and, in particular, the probability of transmission from insect to 3 2 3 bovine and the virus inactivation rate. (Table 1) . Wherever possible, ranges were derived using data relating to the species
themselves. If suitable data were not available, however, ranges were derived using data for 3 2 9 related species. In addition, the vector life parameters were assumed to be constant, but they
will depend on environmental factors, including temperature and rainfall. Consequently, the 3 3 1 basic reproduction number, and so the risk of transmission, is unlikely to be constant over
space or time, but will vary both geographically and seasonally. This study considered the potential of five species of biting insects to transmit LSDV. This
was primarily because their ability to transmit LSDV had been assessed experimentally for
each of the species. However, the present analysis did not consider the effect of vector
feeding preferences on their potential role in transmission. The stable fly, S. calcitrans, is one
of the most damaging arthropod pests of cattle worldwide, both through its impact on subgroup, which is of most relevance to Europe (Sinka et al., 2010; ECDC, 2019) , are
described as zoophilic (Sinka et al., 2010) . Accordingly, host preference is unlikely to limit Culex species for which it is a suitable model) will only further reduce its importance in the 3 5 7 transmission of LSDV. The magnitude of the basic reproduction number depends on the proxy measure used for cattle and on infected, but subclinical cattle and relating viral titres in skin and blood to the 3 6 7 probability of insects becoming infected. The expression for the basic reproduction number presented in equation (1) estimate for transmission by S. calcitrans obtained in the present study ( Figure 3 ; Table 4 ).
By contrast, the second study estimated R 0 to be around 1.1 for outbreaks in eight cattle herds
in Ethiopia in 2014-2015, using viraemia as a proxy for infectiousness (Molla, Frankena & de
Jong, 2017). This is substantially lower than the ranges estimated for either S. calcitrans or
Ae. aegypti, but is consistent with those for C. nubeculosus, An. stephensi or Cx. Table 4 ). However, the vector species involved in transmission of In this paper, the risk of transmission of LSDV was assessed for five species of biting insect 3 9 6 using the basic reproduction number. The results suggest that S. calcitrans and Ae. aegypti are likely to be efficient vectors (i.e. R 0 is substantially above one), while C. nubeculosus, An. None to declare. The author is grateful to Pip Beard, Beatriz Sanz-Bernardo and Christopher Sanders (all at 4 1 7
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